Peace Pipe Chapter 83 Minutes
October 6, 2020

Present (including officers and guests) : 12
Jerry Tiemens, President
Erickson, Mark
Krueger, Joyce
Kwiatkowski, Terry
New member: Mike Mireles

Raul Rodriguez, Secretary
Farmer, John
Krueger, Norm
Miller, Bob

Jancarich. Paul
Kwiatkowski, Paul
Wagner, John

Meeting was held at the St John Township Center.
Meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by President Jerry Tiemens.

1. Thought for the day – provided by John Wagner.
⚫ If a man has 10 qualities, nine good, one bad, see only the nine good. If a man has
10 qualities, one good, nine bad, see only the one good.
2. Minutes from last month read. Motioned and seconded to approve.
3. Last reported balance of $884 before request to send $100 to national in memorium of
former member George Frenzic. Treasurer not present so not sure if this was sent yet.
4. Discussion presented on previous informationals. Won’t consider sponsoring an
informational until next year.
Show and Tell – Q
Paul Kwiatkowski showed us a “Rolex – Quartz”. This was a reproduction with a nice case, but
not authentic. Paul shared with us a story of a rich friend of his who DID buy a one-of-a-handful
of Rolex Quartz in Switzerland with the case and wristband made of 18-kt gold, President’s
model. Paul serviced the watch and later the watch was sold for $8K.
John Wagner showed us a Breitling Quartz that he bought when they stopped making a
mechanical watch that he had ordered. Even though quartz, it was still quite expensive.
Norm Krueger showed us a 1/4-hour Quail clock he has owned ~ 26 years, running daily. The
Quail pre-announces the cuckoo.
Mike Mireles shared a Leatherman watch that was a birthday present from his son. The wristband contains all kind of mini-tools (sockets, screw-drivers, can & bottle-opener).
Paul Jancarich showed us his “Questionable” no-name porcelain
Jerry Tiemens shared a Movado Quartz watch as a birthday present from his wife. Jerry also
showed us a 1-hand 30-hour clock.

Quiz - Terry Kwiatkowski
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Inventor of Daylight Savings Time - Ben Franklin
Long-Case Clock renamed Grandfather Clock in 1875 inspired by - a song.
Levi Hutchens – invented in 1787? - the alarm-clock
Friday the 13th occurs every 13-months - FALSE.
“Jiffy” is a - 1/100th sec time-measurement
Westminster Clock located in - London.
Nickname for a bankrobbery gang which robbed $283K in 1980 from BofA - StopWatch
gang.
Fortnight is how long? - Two Weeks
Time is money. What was the first Minimum wage - $0.25/hr
William Jonathan Drapen Jr is famous for having a very large timepiece draped around
his
neck. What is this rapper’s stagename? - FlavourFlav.
Who invented the longtitudinal-clock – John Harrison

President Tiemens with his one-hand clock.

